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The Home Language Survey  is 
available for download and print in 
the Help section of your GOLD 
home page. The survey is important 
for children in your program who are 
learning English as a second lan-
guage. Depending on their profi-
ciency with English, these children 
may benefit greatly from the  Eng-
lish Language Acquisition objectives 
that are automatically added to a 
child’s online portfolio when he or 
she scores high enough on the 
Home Language Survey. 

Ideally, the first few questions of the 
survey are meant to be answered 
by parents, and the last few ques-
tions are meant to be answered by 
teachers. It is our strong recommen-
dation that administrators download 
and print the surveys for parents, 
much like they do the consent forms 
for newly enrolled children. 

Teachers should input the Home 
Language Survey data in the  
GOLD online system as soon as 
possible so that English Language 
Learners (ELLs) may begin to bene-
fit from the added learning objec-
tives which guide teachers to better 
understand the cognitive and lin-

guistic processes embedded within 
the ongoing act of acquiring a new 
language.  

Survey data can be entered into the 
online system in the “Teacher View” 
by accessing the “Children” tab, 
then selecting “Manage Children”. 

 

 

 

 The teacher must then select the 
child for whom the Home Language 
survey data will be entered, to 
that child’s profile … 

 

 

. 

...in order to update the child’s 
Home Language Survey status.  
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What to do about The Home Language Survey... 
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Starting the school year with 
GOLD...What does that real-
ly mean? We suggest that it means 
a variety of things for teachers and 
directors participating in The Strong 
Minds GOLD program.  

First of all, and most importantly, it 
means that teachers must begin to 
integrate the processes of documen-
tation and assessment into their   
daily lives. This type of planning and 
preparation starts before the first 
day of school.  

Teachers can create classroom envi-
ronments that offer children places 
to explore and focus their attentions 
on science experiments, creating 
maps, sculpting with clay, writing 
letters to friends and family, and so 
much more…. Child-centered class-
room environments promote rich 
documented moments of learning-in-
action. 

Teachers can prepare for documen-
tation to occur each day in their 
classrooms by simply having tools 
ready for the purposes of capturing 
the traces of learning that children 
leave for us when they play and work 
in school.  

Children show us what they know 
and can do every moment of every 
day. It is up to the teacher to be 
ready to photograph, transcribe, and 
record these traces of development 
so that authentic assessment can 

happen in her classroom.  

When teachers intentionally include 
the tools and strategies for documen-
tation in their planning of materials for 
the day, they are half way there.  

Next, teachers must be supported by 
directors to have a consistently availa-
ble 15-20 minutes each day to enter 
and analyze the documentation so that 
it can be used as evidence in the pro-
cess of authentic assessment.   

Directors and school administrators are 
the people who can make sure teach-
ers have this paid time for assessment 
in the online GOLD system to take 
place. It is their job to monitor the 
documentation being entered into the 
system, and it is their responsibility to 
ensure teachers have a reasonable 
amount of time to enter the data.  

Daily use promotes fluency and mas-
tery, so every day data entry is best!!! 

Getting ready in this way is a strategy 
that many early childhood profession-
als consider in the first weeks of the 
school year.  And...it is easier said 
than done!  

However, there are great advantages 
for teachers who follow through and 
include the process of documentation 
from the very start of their time with a 
new group of children. The primary ad-
vantage is that of getting to truly know 
each child, and learning how to offer 
all of the children the possibility of 
reaching their fullest potential. 
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“Are you listening?...Do you understand?” 

 

 

 

 

These are questions that teachers may commonly ask young children 

during the school day.   

When thinking about documentation and assessment, a better ques-

tion may be… 

Is the teacher listening and understanding? When a teacher takes on 

the role of an observer, and documents objectively what a child is 

doing and saying ...she is being an active listener. 

Active listening requires that the listener temporarily put aside plans 

and intentions—and be open to understanding what the child is      

really saying, doing, and learning. That requires the teacher to sus-

pend her opinions and even her objectives for that child—and be 

open to learn from the child.  

There are many times of the day when young children share their    

interests and ideas with teachers and classmates. By taking an active 

listening stance at these times, teachers can document and plan 

meaningful experiences for the children in their class. 

So, teachers...Next time you are wondering if the children are listen-

ing to you...ask yourself if you are listening closely enough to them. 
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Having enough data in GOLD is a challenge!!! 

Here are 3 ways to succeed… 

1. Create a daily routine and stick to it! 

Enter documentation during the same time each day for 15 

minutes. Routines and daily use leads to fluency with any tool. 

What you can do in 15 minutes the first week will increase by 

the 3rd week (as long as you practice each day). 

 

2. Know what you have in the system...and what Objectives/

Dimensions have or need connections to documentation. 

Check your “Documentation By Objective/Dimension” report 

regularly, so that you can see that your documentation is con-

nected to...Social Emotional? Physical? Language? Cognitive? 

You can access this report in the Teacher View. It is the final link 

at the bottom of the Documentation  Tab. 

 

3. Generate rich documentation (maybe use the App?)...and 

Connect it to 5 or more objectives/dimensions when entering 

it into the GOLD online system.  

It is about having child-centered documentation which reveals 

the many layers of development that take place when children 

work and play at school. “Having enough” is about having 

enough connections to objectives/dimensions  (not having 

enough pieces of documentation!!!!) 
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Enrolling new children? Checkpoint coming soon? Wait  a minute... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The right time to enroll children in GOLD depends on when 

they come to your school. If Checkpoint data is due soon, it 

is highly recommended that new students be enrolled in 

the Teaching Strategies GOLD online system on the first 

day of the next Checkpoint season.  

There are 2 good reasons for this… 

1. If  teachers will not have enough time to generate and en-

ter sufficient data in the system for that child at Check-

point time, Checkpoint data will not be useful to the 

teacher or the child. 

2. If (as a result of reason #1) the teacher chooses not to en-

ter any final Checkpoint levels for a newly enrolled child, 

the percentage of Checkpoint completion for that class 

will be lower than 100%. It is expected that all Strong 

Minds GOLD program participants finalize data for all 

(100%) of children with active portfolios.   
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Technology Support 

GOLD Programs can contact  

ELC Information Technology Specialist Ricky Connolly 
at: 561.541.3333 

Or …send email to goldsupport.elcpalmbeach.org 
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Questions???   Call or email us... 

Meet the Strong Minds GOLD Team   

 

 

 

Sandra Schultz 
TA/GOLD Coordinator 
sandra.schultz@elcpalmbeach.org 
561-600-9427 

 
Dr. Barbara Becraft 
Consultant  
Strong Minds GOLD Team  
barbara.becraft@elcpalmbeach.org 

The Strong Minds GOLD Program is 

funded by... 


